
It’s Not Them, It’s You: 

Employee Happiness in a Startup Environment 
 

 

 

Startup job listings often sound like a theater casting call. 

 

Contact us if you are: 

Motivated! 

Love to be part of something special! 

Brimming with passion! 

 

It makes sense. When you’re trying to launch a breakthrough, you want employees who are 

immensely dedicated and are full of fresh ideas. The harsh reality IS THAT many job seekers are 

searching for a place in startups because they were burned out and running on fumes with their 

last employers. There is a reason why these professionals flock to you: startups are home to 

happy employees. Or so they think. Alarming statistics tell us that across industries, 70 percent 

of employees hate their jobs, close to a quarter are depressed, and 50 percent want to strangle 

their bosses. If you’re not mindful, these statistics might end up applying to your start up as 

well. 

 

Employees are not intrinsically dispassionate and miserable. According to a study called State of 

the American Workplace: Employee Engagement Insights for U.S. Business Leaders, the main 

cause of frustration and disengagement among employees is poor leadership.  

 

The following practices have been linked to employee disengagement: 

 

1. Managers thinking they know everything better than their subordinates. 

2. Micromanaging employees without giving them a chance to speak out. 

3. Forcing employees to do mundane and repetitive tasks outside their assignments. 

 

To give you a clearer idea how poor management breaks the happy bone of most employees, 

think of the worst managers and bosses you’ve been under. Usually, these are people who are 
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bad at communicating or just downright mean. They may have failed to cushion your falls, or 

worse, may have exaggerated your mistakes. They watched you like a hawk and were vocal about 

their distrust; or worse, they never talked to you or sent out passive-aggressive memos. Imagine 

how that would affect your performance as an employee. 

 

Startups are pushing boundaries through various business models. More than that, they are in a 

great position to begin a wave of change in work environments across industries. 

 

Keep in mind these three things which make employees happy and productive: 

 

Engage. 

Managers who disassociate from their teams breed tension and frustration--a surefire way of 

sending employees out in search of greener pastures. Good leaders in the workplace 

communicate. They get to know the employees and get familiar with their strengths and 

workstyles. This way, the leader is able to steer the operations toward a direction which 

maximizes employees’ talents. In fact, employees want the same. Forbes reported in a 2014 

survey that better communication with management is most employees’ top New Years’ wish! 

 

Appreciate. 

Businesses which recognize employee contributions far outperform those who don’t. 

Knowing that, there are many ways to show appreciation to your employees. It could be as 

simple as a ‘good job!’ or a ‘thank you’. A big reason why employees come to startups is because 

it gives them the opportunity to be pioneers-- recognizing their good performance and 

achievements show them that they are not just a cog, but a vital part of the business process.  

 

Research shows that appreciation in the workplace is a foolproof way of having engaged and 

motivated workers. A trend study by the ITA group and WorldatWork found that workforce 

recognition programs netted a 79 percent gain in both employee satisfaction and motivation. 

 

 
Reciprocate financially. 

Startups hold the reputation that they make big money. This could be the case for those which 

have hit it big--but for the struggling majority, it’s not. Now, even if you are part of that majority, 
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you have to make sure that financial incentives for your workforce is part of operational costs. It 

should not be treated like a bonus for them in case profits exceed projections. 

 

A study published in the Global Journal of Management and Business Research found a positive 

relationship between financial rewards, motivation and satisfaction--employees perform better 

when they are rewarded financially. Of course, this is not a hard-and-fast rule and there is still a 

window for failure with this approach. There are many tactics to do this, and you should seek a 

good mix of financial and non-financial incentives to best reciprocate good employee 

performance. 

 

More than marketing figures, analytics and profit forecasts,  the metric you need to hit to drive 

your startup’s productivity upward and reach entrepreneurship goals is employee happiness and 

satisfaction. Hold up the humanity of your workforce! They are more than gears that keep your 

machine running--they are people vital to your success. If you don’t value your employees, your 

business will hit the wall fast. 
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